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Surface-tethered chains entangled in a polymer melt: Effects on adhesion dynamics

Scott W. Sides, Gary S. Grest, and Mark J. Stevens
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~Received 16 April 2001; published 25 October 2001!

The adhesion between a polymer melt and substrate is studied in the presence of chemically attached chains
on the substrate surface. Extensive molecular dynamics simulations have been carried out to study the effect of
temperature, tethered chain density (S), tethered chain length (Nt ), and tensile pull velocity (v) on the
adhesive failure mechanisms of pullout and/or scission of the tethered chains. We observe a crossover from
pure chain pullout to chain scission asNt is increased. The value ofNt for which this crossover begins
approaches the bulk entanglement lengthNe as the temperature is lowered.
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Adhesion at polymer interfaces is relevant in either
mixing of two immiscible homopolymers (A1B) or attach-
ing a homopolymer melt to a hard surface (A1substrate). In
both cases, the addition of a third component can incre
the entanglements at a polymer interface. For the first c
the extra component is a block copolymer made of theA and
B species. For the latter case, the extra component is a l
of the A species that is chemically end-grafted onto the s
strate. These tethered polymer layers, or brushes, are rele
in such applications as colloidal stabilization@1,2#, filler
modification of polymeric materials, and lubrication@3#.
Substrate-tethered polymers can also enhance adhesion
increase the mechanical work needed to break an adhe
bond.

Two key parameters characterizing this system are
length (Nt ) and the areal density (S) of the tethered chains
Adhesion enhancement due to a tethered polymer la
shows a surprising nonmonotonic behavior as a function
Nt and S. The work of adhesion first increases for sm
values ofNt and S in the ‘‘mushroom regime,’’ so-called
because of the flattened shape of each isolated tethered
in this regime. Due to the phase behavior of the end-tethe
chains in contact with a long polymer melt@4–7#, when ei-
ther Nt or S becomes sufficiently large the melt chains a
expelled from the tethered chain layer, and the reduced
tanglements result in a decrease of the adhesion enha
ment. This nonmonotonic behavior for the macroscopic w
of adhesion has been observed by Kramer and co-worke
glassy polymers@8–12#, and Léger and co-workers in elas
tomeric materials@7,13#.

However, the interplay between themicroscopicfailure
mechanisms of tethered chain pullout, scission, and cra
are not fully understood, partly due to the difficulty of dire
experimental observation of these phenomena. Molecular
namics ~MD! simulations of fracture in highly crosslinke
systems@14,15# and crazing@16–18# have helped to eluci-
date the crossover from adhesive to cohesive failure of p
mer adhesives near wallswithoutend-tethered chains. Simu
lations of tethered chains on small, highly simplified mod
in two dimensions have been performed@19,20#, but were
unable to study the effects of chain scission, in particular
this paper we present large-scale simulations to study
adhesive failure mechanisms of end-tethered chains in
tact with an entangled polymer melt.
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We perform continuous-space, molecular dynamics sim
lations on a coarse-grained model of polymer chains. T
polymers are represented by attaching spherical bead
mass m with breakable springs. Each nonbonded pair
monomers interacts through a standard~12-6! Lennard-Jones
~LJ! interactionULJ(r ), truncated atr c52.2s, wheres sets
the length scale. Bead trajectories are obtained by a step
integration of Newton’s equations of motion~EOM! using a
velocity-Verlet @21# algorithm with a time stepDt50.006t,
where t5s(m/e)1/2, with e setting the energy scale. Th
EOM includes terms for a weak stochastic force and a v
cous drag force with a coefficient on the viscous force te
of 0.5t21 @22#. The addition of these two forces to the EO
effectively couples the system to a heat bath.

To study the effect of chain scission on adhesion,
standard finite extensible nonlinear elastic~FENE! potential
@22# is altered to allow for broken bonds along a polym
chain. The potentialUb(r ), between two adjacent beads
distancer apart on the same chain, takes the form

Ub~r !5H ULJ~r !1kr4@~r 2r 1!~r 2r 2!#1Uc , r ,r br

0, r .r br

with r br the length at which a bond along the chain is co
sidered broken. The remaining parameters inUb(r ) arek5
2409.12e/s6, r 151.2s, r 251.219s, and Uc542.059e.
These parameters come from fittingUb(r ) to the region of
the FENE potential near the mean equilibrium bond leng
resulting in r br51.21s and a bond-breaking barrierDUb
'20e. Fitting Ub(r ) to a FENE potential this way and usin
the known radius of gyration from previous simulations,
lows construction of initial configurations. The chain
building algorithm used is similar to the one implemented
previous simulations@22#. The form ofUb(r ) allows for two
extrema in the bond potential; one stable, global minim
near the LJ potential energy minimum, and one local ma
mum nearr br where the bond force becomes zero, allowi
bonds to be removed safely from the force calculation wi
out causing large recoil velocities on the resulting ch
ends.

To avoid the difficulties in constructing chain configur
tions for the various wet brush regimes, we restrict t
present study to low areal densitiesS in the so-called mush-
room regime@4,5#. In this regime each tethered chain inte
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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acts weakly with other tethered chains and may be c
structed as a Gaussian chain. At higher coverages,
tethered chains begin to phase separate from the melt a
is unclear how to equilibrate these starting configuratio
within a reasonable amount of computer time. So, for e
system of a givenNt and S, all chains are constructed a
random walks with the correct radius of gyration, and t
tethered chains are attached to the substrate wall in ran
locations. The system size is adjusted so that the teth
chains do not bridge the box, thereby interacting with
other wall. A soft potential is used to remove overlaps a
the size of the simulation cell is adjusted until the press
P'0 resulting in an overall monomer density ofr
'0.85s23 (r'0.88s23) for the highest~lowest! tempera-
tures used. For all simulations, the number of beads in e
of the melt chains isNm52500 and the number of tethere
chains is nt530. The temperatures used range fromT
51.0e/kB , which is well above the glass transition tempe
ture Tg5(0.5– 0.6)e/kB @16#, down toT50.3e/kB . Simula-
tions are performed using the massively parallel MD co
LAMMPS @23#, ~suitably adapted to include chain scissio!
developed at Sandia and run on the ASCI Red Teraflop
chine and Computational Plant~Cplant! clusters.

Figure 1 shows chain configurations at different tim
from a tensile pull simulation consisting of approximate
23105 particles withNt5250. The largest systems conta
close to 106 particles. The tensile pull is achieved by movin
only the bottom wall at constant velocity. The tether
chains are attached to the bottom wall of the simulation
and the top wall has no chains attached. For speed and
plicity, the wall interaction with the chains is modeled as
integrated LJ potential. The interaction strength of the
wall is set to be sufficiently strong so that no adhesive fail
occurs on the top wall during pulling. The interaction of t
bottom wall with the melt has a very weak attractive co
ponent, so that the adhesion enhancement due to the teth
chains may be studied independently of the adhesion to
bare wall. Thez axis is normal to both walls and period
boundary conditions are used in thex andy directions. The
size of the simulation cell in thez direction is set to be
approximately three times the radius of gyration of the te
ered chains prior to pulling. The red chains are tethered, b
chains represent the melt and green chains were initially t
ered and have since broken. The three snapshots illustr
failure mechanism for a system near the crossover betw
pure chain pullout and chain scission.

During a pull simulation we measure the remaining len
of the tethered chains and the work done by the bottom w
Figure 2~a! shows the integrated work over time as a fun
tion of time W(t), at different values ofNt for T
50.3e/kB , well below the glass transition. Results for d
ferent temperatures are shown in Fig. 2~b!. For each tethered
chain length,W(t) is plotted for a sufficiently long time suc
that the tethered chains have either completely pulled ou
each of the attached chains has been broken. The plate
W(t) at larget signifies the complete debonding of the pu
ing surface from the entangled melt. Clearly, surfaces w
longer tethered chains require more work to completely p
away from the adjacent polymer melt than do short cha
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Various theories@20,25# have suggested a power-law depe
dence for the work of adhesion of the form,Nt

a , where 1
>a>2. Simulations on simplified models of pullout hav
suggested thata51 for small Nt and crosses over toa
53/2 for longer chains. However, the plateau values
W(t) in Fig. 2~a! do not imply a linear dependence onNt and
tethered chain lengths ofNt5250 and 350 suggest that th
amount of work begins to saturate for very long chains. T
observation is consistent with the conclusions on the data
chain breaking, presented in Fig. 3~discussed below!. Figure
2~b! showsW(t), for temperatures below, near, and abo
Tg . The slope ofW(t) at early and intermediate times
significantly larger for the data atT!Tg , due to the in-
creased monomeric friction in a glassy state. The total w
required to pull the tethered chains from the melt is a
larger at low temperatures, as indicated by the plateau va
in W(t) at long times. The large jump in these plateau valu
is a result of both the increased monomeric friction and
change in the amount of bond breaking in the tethered ch
for T!Tg .

FIG. 1. ~Color! Chain configurations at three times during
tensile pull simulation with T51.0e/kB and pull velocity v
50.167st21. Elapsed times shown are~a! 60t, ~b! 720t, and ~c!
960t. The red monomers belong to tethered chains and blue mo
mers belong to melt chains. Green monomers belong to section
tethered chains that are no longer attached to the bottom subs
The tethered chains shown here are forNt5250 and S
50.008s22. Raster3D@24# is used to render the images.
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FIG. 2. Total integrated work vs time for~a! different tethered
chain lengthsNt for T50.3e/kB and ~b! different temperatures fo
Nt5250. All data shown are forv50.0167st21 and S
50.008s22.

FIG. 3. Average fractional length of remaining tethered cha
^F& vs initial tethered chain lengthNt for ~a! T51.0e/kB and ~b!
T50.3e/kB . The symbols denotev50.167st21, S50.008s22

~filled square!, v50.0167st21, S50.008s22 ~filled triangle!, and
v50.0167st21, S50.002s22 ~open triangle!.
05080
The main result of this paper is illustrated in Fig. 3, whi
shows the average fractional length of remaining tethe
chainŝ F& versusNt . If Nt,i

f is defined to be length of thei th
tethered chain at the end of a pull simulation, then

^F&5
1

nt
(

i

nt Nt,i
f

Nt
,

wherent is the number of tethered chains. The value of^F&
quantifies the amount of scission in the tethered chains a
end of a pull.̂ F&51 corresponds to pure chain pullout an
^F&50 to chain scission at the wall for each chain. The fill
symbols in Fig. 3 represent data atS50.008s22 for two
velocities, v50.167st21 ~filled squares! and v
50.0167st21 ~filled triangles!. Data for two temperatures
T51.0e/kB and T50.3e/kB , are shown in Figs. 3~a! and
3~b!, respectively. The general trend for all the data is^F&
decreases asNt increases, i.e., longer tethered chains tend
break rather than pullout. ForT51.0e/kB and v
50.0167st21 the data show an adhesive failure mechani
of almost pure chain pullout forNt&100. AtNt*100 there is
a crossover to a failure mechanism with greater amount
chain scission asNt increases. The crossover to chain sc
sion is more dramatic at largev with more chain scission a
v is raised. As expected, because the long-chain melt is
uid for T51.0e/kB.Tg , bond breaking decreases asv de-
creases.

However, the crossover to chain scission is nearly in
pendent ofv at T50.3e/kB , as seen in Fig. 2~b!. The begin-
ning of the crossover to chain scission occurs for 50<Nt
<100. The entanglement length calculated from the plat
modulus for this model has been estimated by Pu¨tz et al. @26#
to be Ne'72. This value forNe is consistent with a value
between 50 and 100 for the location of the crossover to ch
scission. Therefore, when the tethered chains become s
ciently long to be entangled with the polymer melt they te
to break rather than completely pull out of the melt. AsNt
increases well into the chain scission regime, the data
proach â F&}1/Nt behavior. Hence, for a givenv andT, the
amount of chain scission appears to saturate forNt*250, i.e.,
the average length of the remaining tethered chains
proaches a constant value. The open triangles in Fig.~a!
show data for a smaller areal density ofS50.002s22. The
data in Fig. 3a withv50.0167st21 for both values ofS are
similar and illustrate that, for these values ofS, ^F& is inde-
pendent of areal density. This confirms our estimates ofS,
which place the system in the mushroom regime.

In conclusion, we performed large-scale MD simulatio
to study the effects of end-tethered chains on adhesion
three-dimensional, realistic polymer model. Data is p
sented that illustrates a crossover from pure chain pullou
increasing chain scission that depends onNt . ForT,Tg , the
value ofNt near the crossover to scission is consistent w
the entanglement lengthNe for this model. This result also
agrees with experiments on the fracture properties of gla
polymers reinforced by block copolymer additives. The
experimental studies report evidence of copolymer sciss
as well as a large increase in the work of adhesi

s
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when the molecular weight of the copolymer increases
yond the entanglement length.

Experimental data also suggest that the large increas
the work of adhesion is due to crazing as the molecu
weight of the copolymer increases. The entangled tethe
chains presumably transfer enough stress into the me
initiate crazing. However, crazing is not observed in o
simulations even for largeNt andT below the glass transition
temperature. The lack of crazing in our simulations could
a result of the simple nature of the tethered chain layer
the mushroom regime. Complex details, such as confor
tions of the tethered chains as they begin overlap and p
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separate for largeS andNt , might be crucial to understan
crazing. Further work is needed to investigate the effect
tethered chains specifically on crazing mechanisms and
possible roles of chain pullout and scission on craze failu
Work is proceeding to extend simulations to include nonz
bond bending interactions for the coarse-grained model u
in this study, as well as applying realistic potentials
explicit-atom models of polymeric materials.

Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by San
Corporation, a Lockheed Martin Company, for the U.S. D
partment of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC0
94AL85000.
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